


Capacity Caliber 
approx High approx Low diameter 

approx

3400ml 13.5cm 60.0cm 11.4cm

3300ml 12.8cm 50.0cm 11.5cm

2000ml 12.0cm 39.8cm 11.0cm

1800ml 11.1cm 29.3cm 10.5cm

The large cup, with a large capacity of personality, 
brings different entertainment enjoyment.



Capacity diameter approx Caliber approx High approx Low diameter 
approx

6000ml 26cm 19.4cm 27.0cm 13.5cm

4000ml 22cm 17.0cm 23.3cm 11.0cm

3500ml 20cm 15.4cm 21.3cm 10.8cm

3000ml 18cm 13.1cm 19.0cm 9.7cm

2000ml 17cm 12.0cm 17.0cm 9.4cm



Nice and durable glass 
Give you a new life experience



With a strong sense of fashion, diners can easily 
become ins experts, make your restaurant look 
online, and bring your own filters.



Add a touch of color to the mundane life 
and try it to show your personality. The glass m

aterial is healthy and environm
entally friendly, and it is clear and 

transparent to display the prim
ary color of the w

ine, reflecting the charm
ing 

brilliance.



Nice and durable glass 
Give you a new life experience



The simple line shape 
removes the 
cumbersome 
decoration, and 
ingeniously integrates 
the elk element, which 
is fashionable and 
three-dimensional, 
smart and interesting, 
creating a romantic and 
warm atmosphere for 
the simple daily life.



Lead-free glass material, safe to drink

Made of lead-free glass, thickened cup body, 
delicate and durable.
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THE IRREGULAR SHAPE
OF THE INSTRUMENT BREAKS
AWAY FROM THE TRADITIONAL AND
RIGID SHAPE,SHOWING THE UNIQUE STYLE 
OFINS RESTAURANT



Detailed 
description

thick bottom

thickened bottom
Place smoothly

Comfort handle

glass handle
Comfortable to hold



Simple and elegant shape
Beautiful photo, just a little drunk



DIAMOND SHAPED 
LONG DRINK CUP

GOBLET

The diamond series 
glass,sense of design from 
the design of the cup body 
mitation diamond,diamond 
cutting surfacedifferent rays 
oflight illum inating rays of 
light modern design 
creates a smooth touch 
and keep the fragrance of 
wine tocreate joy avant-
garde and creative uifestyle



Tulip Cup Design
lock the aroma

slender cup feet
Elegant and stable



The ingenuity of creative 
styling
shine like a diamond
Bring a different feeling to 
the table~

Whether it's loaded into a drink
or drink
are all good choices
Let people put it down~



Safe and healthy

Safe to drink



The fresh taste brings out a hint of greenness and sweetness, that is the taste of first love

Create a casual atmosphere, 
a cup is enough

Leisurely life fun



DB-01 DB-02 DB-03 DB-04

DB-05 DB-06 DB-07 DB-08



Fascinating dream colors
Different angles reflect 
different colors
A variety of options, there is always one for you



Reminder: Due to manual production and manual 
measurement, the size may be slightly different, and the actual 
product shall prevail.



The unique vertical 
embossing of the 
shape of the utensil 
brings you a different 
feeling, and the 
smooth lines are 
polished, so that you 
will fall in love with 
this glass once you 
use it



Share this 
moment with 
you



Transparent cup
Placement is a 
landscape



double-layered glass
The inner wall is intact and watertight, and the 
outer wall is ice-cracked.

smooth surface
Although the surface is cracked, it is smooth 
and not scratchy.

frosty
Delicate and natural texture



High borosilicate ●  the art of blowing multi-purpose cup



Forged at high temperature, easy to clean, 
long-lasting as new

fresh

gilt silver

Quiet

thin

❆

❆

❆



Macaron 
color



High temperature ceramics, hard and delicate 
texture, low water absorption, easy to clean, 
well-proportioned glaze color, retro appearance



Rattan imported from Vietnam, high-quality origin, tough and 
durable rattan material.

Using traditional weaving technology, handmade, the overall 
weaving is tight and meticulous.



Marble series

Customize your own personalized water bottle



Silicone sealing ring

Frosted plastic spraying process

304 stainless steel cup body



Keep warm for 6~12 hours
Four colors, two capacities
matte texture online
Glossy youthful vitality



Convenient handle for easy travel



Large-caliber cup mouth, no dead corners, 
no dirt, no residue, clean as new every time.

The screw-type middle cover locks the 
temperature and ensures the sealing of the 
vacuum layer, and it is not leaking when 
carrying it out.

TIPS
The product logo on the cup body is 
paper, and it will not affect normal use 
after tearing it off.



creative 
wood grain 
thermos cup



● Contact Person: Ben

● +86 13613068266  +86 (0755)23943956

● ben@resortssupply.com

● www.resortssupply.com

● Rm709, 7th Floor, Bldg 3rd, HanYu Fortune Plaza, FuYong Town, Bao 
An District, Shenzhen, China.

DABEN INDUSTRIAL(HK)LIMITED

                --Your Best Supplier


